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Black Magic gets a bad rap. Trust me. When people see me, they don't see Cisco Suarez, they see

a rogue. A shadow charmer. A black magic outlaw.Maybe they're right. Maybe everything I touch

withers and dies. But that doesn't give the SWAT team a right to come in guns blazing.I tell you. A

little collateral damage to city hall and all of a sudden you're Public Enemy Number One.But I'm

doing some policing myself. Got my own Cisco's Most Wanted. Pop quiz: Who's more dangerous?

A conspiratorial mage, a volcanic elemental, or a dirty Miami politician?The answer might surprise

you because I never saw it coming.
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When it comes to authors I have not experienced, I tend not to buy the "Vol 1-3" option. If I don't like

the first one, I won't buy the rest. Well, in this case, don't make my mistake! Buy the set! You will be

happy you did. Mr Finn has a wonderful writing style -- down to earth, common-man, not flowery, but

awesomely descriptive. I especially like how he does not fall into the "Hollywood" trap in several



things. For example, as a former pipe fitter it has always been a pet peeve of mine how sprinkler

systems are treated in movies. They simply do not work that way. Thankfully, Mr Finn knows this. It

adds a certain realism to the situations Cisco faces. This is not the only example, nor the biggest,

just the one closest to my heart.On top of that, his take on "magic" is different from any other work I

have read. It is entirely internally consistent and has enough tweaks and tunes to make it his own. I

love it. The characters are well-defined, distinct, and behave with their own goals and objectives in

mind. They are not simply plot devices, acting to move the story. Sometimes the story moves

because of them, sometimes in spite of them. As in life, nothing is completely predictable -- even

less so when non-humans are involved. But I will stop before I give anything away!Buy the series.

You will not regret it.

Sigh. After reading like a maniac for an afternoon, I'm finally finished. Great book. In the previous

book, we got to see the Murk--the realm of the dead. In this book, we get to see the Nether and the

Aether--that means the fae. And hey, any excuse to have mythical creatures running around is okay

by me!Cisco gets kicked around some more, and we love every page. More conspiracy is

unmasked. More black magic badassery is performed. Can't wait for book 4!

I really enjoyed this novel! I am completely and utterly baffled at where this is going. I really thought

this was his chance, and you know he's going to have to pay the piper for the deal with the

Spaniard. You left so many things unfinished!! I feel the need to tell you if I had shadow magic I

would be peeking over your shoulder while you were writing. Thank God, their were no cliffhangers

in the literal sense. Writers should be considered master Torturers.

I was rather disappointed in the total loss of "Badassery" that Sisco undergoes in this book. The

author manages to totally wussify the hero. I guess he only needed a few days to "get over" his

murder, zombie enslavement, and being forced to kill his own family. Not to mention his girlfriend's

betrayal and his best friend marrying her.

I love Cisco Suarez, and Mr. Finn always keeps us guessing what he will do next. I love all three of

these books, and I hope the series will continue for a long time! Keep on coming with the Cisco

Suarez adventures!! Thanks for the fun these books have given me and I look forward to the next.

Again Domino Finn as left me wondering what's next for Cisco. Amazing the way a story can leave



you wanting more and also leave you in doubt that that was the last page! There must be more. Has

to be. Thanks Domino, thanks Cisco

Another action-packed adventure for Cisco Suarez.Carrying on from the excellent Book Two, he is

still trying to find out information without being caught, and struggling to come to terms with what he

found out at the end of Book Two.The people\beings\creatures* he meets (*please delete as and

when appropriate) are nothing short of absolutely fascinating, and in some cases just a wee bit too

exciting or even downright horrible. (Particularly horrible if you have a phobia of certain nasty

creatures with eyes that you can feel watching you, even when you have left the room.). Things may

not be what they seem may be the understatement of the year for Cisco.Really well written, and

each book just gets better and better. You can't guess anything, so don't even try. Settle down with

the series for a wild ride with a no-messin', entertaining, cool and smooth black magic outlaw. Loved

it. Can't wait for the next one!I was given this as a gift (thank you!) and all opinions are my own and

honest.

The three books in this series have been excellent. The plot is filled with creative twists and turns.

This book introduces some new characters/creatures from the Netherlands. This is urban fantasy at

it's best.Looking forward to the next.Even though I have kindle unlimited, I am buying some of these

books.
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